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1. Introduction
Analytical science to develop the methodology for the investigation of properties and struc‐
ture of matter at level of single nucleus, atom and molecule, and scientific analysis to deter‐
mine either chemical composition or elemental contents in a sample are indispensable in
basic research and development, as well as in industrial applications.
Following the discovery of neutron by J. Chadwick in 1932 (Nobel prize, 1935) and the re‐
sults of F. Joliot and I. Curie in 1934, neutron activation analysis was first developed by G.
Hevesy and H. Levi in 1936. They used a neutron source (226Ra + Be) and a radiation detec‐
tor (ionization chamber) and promptly recognized that the element Dy (dysprosium) in the
sample became highly radioactive after exposure to the neutron source. They showed that
the nuclear reaction may be used to determine the elements present in unknown samples by
measuring the induced radioactivity.
Thereafter, the development of the nuclear reactors in the 1940s, the application of radio‐
chemical techniques using low resolution scintillation detectors like NaI (Tl) in the 1950s, the
development of semiconductor detectors (Ge, Si, etc.) and multichannel analyzer in the
1960s, and the advent of computers and relevant software in the 1970s, the nuclear techni‐
que has advanced to become an important analytical tool for determination of many ele‐
ments at trace level. In spite of the developments in other chemical techniques, the
simplicity and selectivity, the speed of operation, the sensitivity and accuracy of NAA have
become and maintained its role as a powerful analytical technique. In 2011, Peter Bode de‐
scribes in his paper “Neutron activation analysis: A primary method of measurements”, the
history of the development of NAA overall the world [1].
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Nowadays, there are many elemental analysis methods that use chemical, physical and nu‐
clear characteristics. However, a particular method may be favoured for a specific task, de‐
pending on the purpose. Neutron activation analysis (NAA) is very useful as sensitive
analytical technique for performing both qualitative and quantitative multielemental analy‐
sis of major, minor and traces components in variety of terrestrial samples and extra-terres‐
trial materials. In addition, because of its accuracy and reliability, NAA is generally
recognized as the "referee method" of choice when new procedures are being developed or
when other methods yield results that do not agree. It is usually used as an important refer‐
ence for other analysis methods. Worldwide application of NAA is so widespread it is esti‐
mated that approximately 100,000 samples undergo analysis each year.
The method is based on conversion of stable atomic nuclei into radioactive nuclei by irra‐
diation with neutrons and subsequent detection of the radiation emitted by the radioac‐
tive nuclei and its identification. The basic essentials required to carry out an analysis of
samples by NAA are a source of neutrons, instrumentation suitable for detecting gamma
rays, and a detailed knowledge of the reactions that occur when neutrons interact with
target nuclei. Brief descriptions of the NAA method, reactor neutron sources, and gammaray detection are given below.
This chapter describes in the first part the basic essentials of the neutron activation analysis
such as the principles of the NAA method with reference to neutron induced reactions, neu‐
tron capture cross-sections, production and decay of radioactive isotopes, and nuclear decay
and the detection of radiation. In the second part we illustrated the equipment requirements
neutron sources followed by a brief description of Es-Salam research reactor, gamma-ray de‐
tectors, and multi-channel analysers. In addition, the preparation of samples for neutron ir‐
radiation, the instrumental neutron activation analysis techniques, calculations, and
systematic errors are given below. Some schemes of irradiation facilities, equipment and
materials are given as examples in this section.
Finally, a great attention will be directed towards the most recent applications of the INAA
and k0-NAA techniques applied in our laboratory. Examples of such samples, within a se‐
lected group of disciplines are milk, milk formulae and salt (nutrition), human hair and me‐
dicinal seeds (biomedicine), cigarette tobacco (environmental and health related fields) and
iron ores (exploration and mining).
All steps of work were performed using NAA facilities while starting with the prepara‐
tion of samples in the laboratory. The activation of samples depends of neutron fluence
rate in irradiation channels of the Algerian Es-Salam research reactor. The radioactivity in‐
duced is measured by gamma spectrometers consist of germanium based semiconductor
detectors connected to a computer used as a multichannel analyser for spectra evaluation
and calculation. Sustainable developments of advanced equipment, facilities and manpow‐
er have been implemented to establish a state of the art measurement capability, to imple‐
ment several applications, etc.
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2. Neutron activation analysis
Neutron activation analysis (NAA) is a nuclear process used for determining the concentra‐
tions of elements in a vast amount of materials. NAA relies on excitation by neutrons so that
the treated sample emits gamma-rays. It allows the precise identification and quantification
of the elements, above all of the trace elements in the sample. NAA has applications in
chemistry but also in other research fields, such as geology, archaeology, medicine, environ‐
mental monitoring and even in the forensic science.
2.1. Basis principles
The sequence of events occurring during the most common type of nuclear reaction used for
NAA, namely the neutron capture or (n, gamma) reaction, is illustrated in Figure 1. Creation
of a compound nucleus forms in an excited state when a neutron interacts with the target
nucleus via a non-elastic collision. The excitation energy of the compound nucleus is due to
the binding energy of the neutron with the nucleus. The compound nucleus will almost in‐
stantaneously de-excite into a more stable configuration through emission of one or more
characteristic prompt gamma rays. In many cases, this new configuration yields a radioac‐
tive nucleus which also de-excites (or decays) by emission of one or more characteristic de‐
layed gamma rays, but at a much lower rate according to the unique half-life of the
radioactive nucleus. Depending upon the particular radioactive species, half-lives can range
from fractions of a second to several years.
In principle, therefore, with respect to the time of measurement, NAA falls into two catego‐
ries: (1) prompt gamma-ray neutron activation analysis (PGNAA), where measurements
take place during irradiation, or (2) delayed gamma-ray neutron activation analysis
(DGNAA), where the measurements follow radioactive decay. The latter operational mode
is more common; thus, when one mentions NAA it is generally assumed that measurement
of the delayed gamma rays is intended. About 70% of the elements have properties suitable
for measurement by NAA.
The PGAA technique is generally performed by using a beam of neutrons extracted through a
reactor beam port. Fluxes on samples irradiated in beams are in the order of one million times
lower than on samples inside a reactor but detectors can be placed very close to the sample
compensating for much of the loss in sensitivity due to flux. The PGAA technique is most appli‐
cable to elements with extremely high neutron capture cross-sections (B, Cd, Sm, and Gd); ele‐
ments which decay too rapidly to be measured by DGAA; elements that produce only stable
isotopes (e.g. light elements); or elements with weak decay gamma-ray intensities. 2D, 3Danalysis of (main) elements distribution in the samples can be performed by PGAA.
DGNAA (sometimes called conventional NAA) is useful for the vast majority of elements
that produce radioactive nuclides. The technique is flexible with respect to time such that
the sensitivity for a long-lived radionuclide that suffers from interference by a shorter-lived
radionuclide can be improved by waiting for the short-lived radionuclide to decay or quite
the contrary, the sensitivity for short-lived isotopes can be improved by reducing the time
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Figure 1. Diagram illustrating the process of neutron capture by a target nucleus followed by the emission of gamma rays.

irradiation to minimize the interference of long-lived isotopes. This selectivity is a key ad‐
vantage of DGNAA over other analytical methods.
In most cases, the radioactive isotopes decay and emit beta particles accompanied by gam‐
ma quanta of characteristic energies, and the radiation can be used both to identify and ac‐
curately quantify the elements of the sample. Subsequent to irradiation, the samples can be
measured instrumentally by a high resolution semiconductor detector, or for better sensitiv‐
ity, chemical separations can also be applied to reduce interferences. The qualitative charac‐
teristics are: the energy of the emitted gamma quanta (Eγ) and the half life of the nuclide
(T½). The quantitative characteristic is: the Iγ intensity, which is the number of gamma quan‐
ta of energy Eγ measured per unit time.
The n-gamma reaction is the fundamental reaction for neutron activation analysis. For ex‐
ample, consider the following reaction:
58Fe

+1 n →59 Fe + Beta-+ gamma rays

Fe is a stable isotope of iron while 59Fe is a radioactive isotope. The gamma rays emitted
during the decay of the 59Fe nucleus have energies of 142.4, 1099.2, and 1291.6 KeV, and
these gamma ray energies are characteristic for this nuclide (see figure 2) [2]. The probability
of a neutron interacting with a nucleus is a function of the neutron energy. This probability
is referred to as the capture cross-section, and each nuclide has its own neutron energy-cap‐
ture cross-section relationship. For many nuclides, the capture cross-section is greatest for
low energy neutrons (referred to as thermal neutrons). Some nuclides have greater capture
cross-sections for higher energy neutrons (epithermal neutrons). For routine neutron activa‐
tion analysis we are generally looking at nuclides that are activated by thermal neutrons.
58

The most common reaction occurring in NAA is the (n,γ) reaction, but also reactions such as
(n,p), (n,α), (n,n′) and (n,2n) are important. The neutron cross section, σ, is a measure for the
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Figure 2. Decay scheme of 59Fe.

probability that a reaction will take place, and can be strongly different for different reaction
types, elements and energy distributions of the bombarding neutrons. Some nuclei, like
235U are fissionable by neutron capture and the reaction is denoted as (n,f), yielding fission
products and fast (highly energetic) neutrons [1].
Neutrons are produced via
• Isotopic neutron sources, like 226Ra(Be), 124Sb(Be), 241Am(Be), 252Cf. The neutrons have dif‐
ferent energy distributions with a maximum in the order of 3–4 MeV; the total output is
typically 105–107 s -1 GBq-1 or, for 252Cf, 2.2 1012 s-1g-1.
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• Particle accelerators or neutron generators. The most common types are based on the ac‐
celeration of deuterium ions towards a target containing either deuterium or tritium, re‐
sulting in the reactions 2H(2H,n)3He and 3H(2H,n)4He, respectively. The first reaction,
often denoted as (D,D), yields monoenergetic neutrons of 2.5 MeV and typical outputs in
the order of 108–1010 s−1; the second reaction (D,T) results in monoenergetic neutrons of
14.7 MeV and outputs of 109–1011 s−1.
• Nuclear research reactors. The neutron energy distribution depends on design of the reac‐
tor and its irradiation facilities. An example of an energy distribution in a light water
moderated reactor is given in Fig. 2.3 from which it can be seen that the major part of the
neutrons has a much lower energy distribution that in isotopic sources and neutron gen‐
erators. The neutron output of research reactors is often quoted as neutron fluence rate in
an irradiation facility and varies, depending on reactor design and reactor power, be‐
tween 1015 and 1018 m-2 s-1.
Owing to the high neutron flux, experimental nuclear reactors operating in the maximum
thermal power region of 100 kW -10 MW with a maximum thermal neutron flux of 1012-1014
neutrons cm-2 s-1 are the most efficient neutron sources for high sensitivity activation analy‐
sis induced by epithermal and thermal neutrons. The reason for the high sensitivity is that
the cross section of neutron activation is high in the thermal region for the majority of the
elements. There is a wide distribution of neutron energy in a reactor and, therefore, interfer‐
ing reactions must be considered. In order to take these reactions into account, the neutron
spectrum in the channels of irradiation should be known exactly. E.g. if thermal neutron ir‐
radiations are required, the most thermalized channels should be chosen.
Although there are several types of neutron sources (reactors, accelerators, and radioisotopic
neutron emitters) one can use for NAA, nuclear reactors with their high fluxes of neutrons
from uranium fission offer the highest available sensitivities for most elements. Different
types of reactors and different positions within a reactor can vary considerably with regard
to their neutron energy distributions and fluxes due to the materials used to moderate (or
reduce the energies of) the primary fission neutrons. This is further elaborated in the title
“Derivation of the measurement equation”. In our case, the NAA method is based on the
use of neutron flux in several irradiation channels of Es-Salam Research reactor. In 2011, Ha‐
midatou L et Al., reported “Experimental and MCNP calculations of neutron flux parame‐
ters in irradiation channel at Es-Salam reactor” the core modelling to calculate neutron
spectra using experimental and MCNP approaches. The Es-Salam reactor was designed for a
thermal power output of 15 Mw, with 72 cylindrical cluster fuel elements; each fuel element
consists of 12 cylindrical rods of low enriched UO2. In addition the both of fuel throttle tube
of the cluster and fuel element tube encloses heavy water as moderator and coolant. The fuel
elements are arranged on a heavy water square lattice. The core of the reactor is constituted
by a grid containing 72 fuel elements, 12 rods for reactivity control and two experimental
channels.
There is also a heavy water in the middle of the core including five experimental channels
called inner reflector, In addition, all fuel elements have a reflector at each end called upper
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and lower reflector. The core is reflected laterally by heavy water maintained in aluminium
tank followed by the graphite.
2.2. Neutron activation analysis procedure
In the majority of INAA procedures thermal reactor neutrons are used for the activation:
neutrons in thermal equilibrium with their environment. Sometimes activation with epither‐
mal reactor neutrons (neutrons in the process of slowing down after their formation from
fission of 235U) is preferred to enhance the activation of elements with a high ratio of reso‐
nance neutron cross section over thermal neutron cross section relatively to the activation of
elements with a lower such a ratio. In principle materials can be activated in any physical
state, viz. solid, liquid or gaseous. There is no fundamental necessity to convert solid materi‐
al into a solution prior to activation; INAA is essentially considered to be a non-destructive
method although under certain conditions some material damage may occur due to thermal
heating, radiolysis and radiation tracks by e.g. fission fragments and α-radiation emitting
nuclei. It is essential to have more than two or three qualified full-time member of the staff
with responsibility for the NAA facilities. They should be able to control the counting equip‐
ment and have good knowledge of basic principles of the technique. In addition, the facility
users and the operators must establish a good channel of communication. Other support
staff will be required to maintain and improve the equipment and facility. It seems, there‐
fore, a multi-disciplinary team could run the NAA system well.
The analytical procedure is based on four steps:
Step 1: sample preparation (Figure 3) means in most cases only heating or freeze drying, crush‐
ing or pulverization, fractionating or pelletizing, evaporation or pre-concentration, put
through a sieve, homogenising, weighing, washing, check of impurities (blank test), encapsu‐
lation and sealing irradiation vial, as well as the selection of the best analytical process and the
preparation of the standards. The laboratory ambiance is also important for preservation and
storage of the samples. Standardization is the basis for good accuracy of analytical tools and of‐
ten depends on particular technology, facility and personnel. For production of accurate data,
careful attention to all possible errors in preparing single or multi-element standards is impor‐
tant, and standards must be well chosen depending on the nature of the samples.
Step 2: irradiation of samples can be taken from the various types of neutron sources ac‐
cording to need and availability. For the INAA, one pneumatic transfer system installed in
the horizontal channel at Es-Salam research reactor for short irradiation of samples (Figure
4). In addition, two vertical channels located in different sites of the heavy water moderator
and the graphite reflector have been used for long irradiations. The neutron spectrum pa‐
rameters at different irradiation channels such as alpha, f, Tn, etc are experimentally deter‐
mined using cadmium ratio, cadmium cover, bare triple monitor and bi-isotopic methods
using HΦgdhal convention and Westcott formalism Table 1 and Table 2. The calibration of
the irradiation positions has been carried out to implement the k0-NAA in our laboratory.
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Figure 3. Some instruments and materials used for the sample preparation.

method

α

f

r(α) T n / T 0

Cd-ratio

0.026±0.012

28.4±1.6

0.038±0.004

Cd-covered

0.024±0.010

28.7±2.1

-

Bare triple monitor

0.030±0.008

28.6±1.8

-

Bare bi-isotopic

-

29.5±2.5

0.036±0.003

Average

0.027±0.010

28.8±2.0

0.037±0.003

Table 1. The parameters α, f and r(α) T n / T 0obtained by different methods.

parameter

α

f

Tn(°C)

Rcd(Au)

r(α) T n / T 0

Measured value

0.027±0.010

28.8±2.0

34±1.8

2.93±0.32

0.037±0.003

Table 2. Neutron spectrum parameters in the irradiation site at es-Salam research reactor.

Step 3: after the irradiation the measurement is performed after a suitable cooling time (tc).
In NAA, nearly exclusively the (energy of the) gamma radiation is measured because of its
higher penetrating power of this type of radiation, and the selectivity that can be obtained
from distinct energies of the photons - differently from beta radiation which is a continuous
energy distribution. The interaction of gamma- and X-radiation with matter results, among
others, in ionization processes and subsequent generation of electrical signals (currents) that
can be detected and recorded.
The instrumentation used to measure gamma rays from radioactive samples generally con‐
sists of a semiconductor detector, associated electronics, and a computer-based multi-chan‐
nel analyzer (MCA/computer).
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Figure 4. Pneumatic system for short irradiations using a thermal neutron flux at Es-Salam research reactor.

Most NAA labs operate one or more hyper-pure germanium (HPGe) detectors, which oper‐
ate at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K). Although HPGe detectors come in many different
shapes and sizes, the most common shape is coaxial. These detectors are very useful for
measurement of gamma rays with energies in the range from about 60 keV to 3.0 MeV. The
two most important characteristics a HPGe detector are its resolution and efficiency. Other
characteristics to consider are peak shape, peak-to-Compton ratio, pulse rise time, crystal di‐
mensions or shape, and price. The detector’s resolution is a measure of its ability to separate
closely spaced peaks in the spectrum, and, in general, the resolution is specified in terms of
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 122 keV photopeak of 57Co and the 1,332
keV photopeak of 60Co. For most NAA applications, a detector with 0.5 keV resolution or
less at 122 keV and 1.8 keV or less at 1,332 keV is sufficient. Detector efficiency for a given
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detector depends on gamma-ray energy and the sample and detector geometry, i.e. subtend‐
ed solid angle. Of course, a larger volume detector will have a higher efficiency.
At Es-Salam NAA Lab, four gamma-ray spectrometers of Canberra for which one of them
consists of a HPGe detector 35% relative efficiency connected with Genie 2k Inspector and
the three other spectrometers are composed of detectors (30, 35 and 45 % relative efficiency)
connected with a three Lynx® Digital Signal Analyser, It is a 32K channel integrated signal
analyzer based on advanced digital signal processing (DSP) techniques. All spectrometers
operate with Genie™2000 spectroscopy software. A radiation detector therefore consists of
an absorbing material in which at least part of the radiation energy is converted into detecta‐
ble products, and a system for the detection of these products. Figure 5 illustrates Gammaray spectroscopy systems. The detectors are kept at liquid nitrogen temperatures (dewers
under cave). The boxes in the left and in the right of the computer are the Lynx Digital Spec‐
trometer Processing.

Figure 5. Gamma-ray spectroscopy systems in NAA/CRNB laboratory.

Step 5: Measurement, evaluation and calculation involve taking the gamma spectra and the
calculating trace element concentrations of the sample and preparation of the NAA report.
In this part of work, Peter bode describes clearly in his paper [1] the analysis procedure of
gamma-spectrum to the determination of the amount of element in sample. The acquisition
of gamma spectrum Fig.6 and Fig.7 via the spectroscopy system Fig. 5 is analyzed to identi‐
fy the radionuclides produced and their amounts of radioactivity in order to derive the tar‐
get elements from which they have been produced and their masses in the activated sample.
The spectrum analysis starts with the determination of the location of the (centroids of the)
peaks. Secondly, the peaks are fitted to obtain their precise positions and net peak areas. The
Analytical protocol adopted in our NAA laboratory is presented in Fig.8.
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Figure 6. Gamma-ray spectrum showing several short-lived elements measured in a CRM-DSD-12 standard irradiat‐
ed at Es-salam research reactor for 30 seconds, decayed for 30.7 minutes, and counted for 5 minutes with an
HPGe detector.

The positions – often expressed as channel numbers of the memory of a multi-channel pulse
height analyzer – can be converted into the energies of the radiation emitted; this is the basis
for the identification of the radioactive nuclei. On basis of knowledge of possible nuclear re‐
actions upon neutron activation, the (stable) element composition is derived. The values of
the net peak areas can be used to calculate the amounts of radioactivity of the radionuclides
using the full energy photopeak efficiency of the detector.
The amounts (mass) of the elements may then be determined if the neutron fluence rate and
cross sections are known. In the practice, however, the masses of the elements are deter‐
mined from the net peak areas by comparison with the induced radioactivity of the same
neutron activation produced radionuclides from known amounts of the element of interest.
The combination of energy of emitted radiation, relative intensities if photons of different
energies are emitted and the half life of the radionuclide is unique for each radionuclide,
and forms the basis of the qualitative information in NAA. The amount of the radiation is
directly proportional to the number of radioactive nuclei produced (and decaying), and thus
with the number of nuclei of the stable isotope that underwent the nuclear reaction. It pro‐
vides the quantitative information in NAA.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Gamma-ray spectrum (a) from 0 to 450 keV, (b) from 450 to 1000 keV and (c) from 1000 to 2000 keV:
showing medium- and long-lived elements measured in a sample of CRM-GSD-12 standard irradiated at Es-salam
research reactor for 4 hours, decayed for 5 days, and counted for 90 minutes on a HPGe detector.

The measured in NAA – the quantity intended to be measured – is the total mass of a given
element in a test portion of a sample of a given matrix in all physico-chemical states. The
quantity ‘subject to measurement’ is the number of disintegrating nuclei of a radionuclide.
The measurement results in the number of counts in a given period of time, from which the
disintegration rate and the number of disintegrating nuclei is calculated; the latter number is
directly proportional to the number of nuclei of the stable isotope subject to the nuclear reac‐
tion, and thus to the number of nuclei of the element, which finally provides information on
the mass and amount of substance of that element (see Eq. 16). An example of typical ranges
of experimental conditions is given in Table 3 [1].
In practice, our laboratory proceeds in the treatment of spectra and calculation of elemental
concentrations of analyzed samples according the approach illustrated in figure 8.
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Figure 8. Analytical protocol adopted in NAA/CRNB laboratory [13].

Test portion mass : 5-500 mg
Neutron fluence rates available 1016 – 1018 m-2 s-1
Irradiation

Decay

Measurement

Analyzed element

5 – 30 seconds

5 – 600 seconds

15 – 300 seconds

Short lived

3 – 5 days

1 – 4 hours

Medium lived

20 days

1 – 16 hours

Long lived

1 – 8 hours

Table 3. Example of typical ranges of experimental conditions of an INAA procedure.
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2.3. Derivation of the measurement equation
The reaction rate R per nucleus capturing a neutron is given by:
¥

¥

¥

0

0

0

R = ò s (u )f ¢(u )du = ò s ( E)f ¢( E)dE = ò n' (u )us (u )du ,

(1)

where:
σ (v) is the (n,γ) cross section (in cm2 ; 1 barn (b) = 10-24 cm2) at neutron velocity v (in cm s-1);
σ (E) is the (n,γ) cross section (in cm2) at neutron energy E (in eV);
Φ’(v) is the neutron flux per unit of velocity interval (in cm-3) at neutron velocity v;
n’(v) is the neutron density per unit of velocity interval (in cm-4 s) at neutron velocity v;
Φ’(E) is the neutron flux per unit of energy interval (in cm-2 s-1 eV-1) at neutron energy E.
In Eq.(1), σ (v) = σ (E) with E (in erg = 6.2415.1011 eV) = ½ mn v2 [mn rest mass of the neutron
= 1.6749 10-24 g]. Furthermore, per definition, φ’(v) dv = φ’(E)dE (both in cm-2 s-1).
In Eq.1, the functions σ(v) [= σ (E)] and φ’(v) [ φ’(E)] are complex and are respectively de‐
pending on the (n,γ) reaction and on the irradiation site.
In 1987, F De Corte describes in his Aggregate thesis “Chapter 1: fundamentals [3] that the
introduction of some generally valid characteristics yields the possibility of avoiding the ac‐
tual integration and describing accurately the reaction rate in a relatively simple way by
means of so-called formalisms or conventions. In short, these characteristics are:
In nuclear research reactors – which are intense sources of neutrons – three types of neu‐
trons can be distinguished. The neutron flux distribution can be divided into three compo‐
nents (see Figure 9):
1.

Fission or fast neutrons released in the fission of 235U. Their energy distribution ranges
from 100 keV to 25 MeV with a maximum fraction at 2 MeV. These neutrons are slowed
down by interaction with a moderator, e.g. H2O, to enhance the probability of them
causing a fission chain reaction in the 235U.

2.

The epithermal neutron component consists of neutrons (energies from 0.5 eV to about
100 keV). A cadmium foil 1 mm thick absorbs all thermal neutrons but will allow epi‐
thermal and fast neutrons above 0.5 eV in energy to pass through. Both thermal and ep‐
ithermal neutrons induce (n,γ) reactions on target nuclei.

3.

The thermal neutron component consists of low-energy neutrons (energies below 0.5
eV) in thermal equilibrium with atoms in the reactor's moderator. At room temperature,
the energy spectrum of thermal neutrons is best described by a Maxwell-Boltzmann dis‐
tribution with a mean energy of 0.025 eV and a most probable velocity of 2200 m/s. In
general, a 1 MW reactor has a peak thermal neutron flux of approximately 1013 n/cm2.
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The (n,γ) cross section function, σ(v) versus v can be interpreted as a σ(v) ~ 1/v dependence,
or σ (E) ~ 1/E1/2 dependence [log σ (E) versus log E is linear with slope -1/2], on which (above
some eV) several resonances are superposed see Figure 10 taken from http://thor‐
ea.wikia.com/wiki/Thermal,_Epithermal_and_Fast_Neutron_Spectra web page.

Figure 9. A typical reactor neutron energy spectrum showing the various components used to describe the neutron
energy regions.

Figure 10. Relation between neutron cross section and neutron energy for major actinides (n, capture).
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An NAA technique that employs only epithermal neutrons to induce (n,γ) reactions by irra‐
diating the samples being analyzed inside either cadmium or boron a shield is called epi‐
thermal neutron activation analysis (ENAA).
The production of radioactive nuclei is described by:
dN
= RN 0 - l N
dt

(2)

In which N0 number of target nuclei, N is the number of radioactive nuclei, λ is the decay
constant in s−1. The disintegration rate of the produced radionuclide at the end of the irradia‐
tion time ti follows from:
-l
D(ti ) = N (ti )l = N 0 R(1 - e ti )

(3)

where:
D is the disintegration rate in Bq of the produced radionuclide, assuming that N=0 at t=0 and
N0=constant.
The dependence of the activation cross section and neutron fluence rate to the neutron ener‐
gy can be taken into account in Eq. (1) by dividing the neutron spectrum into a thermal and
an epithermal region; the division is made at En=0.55 eV (the so-called cadmium cut-off en‐
ergy). This approach is commonly known as the Høgdahl convention [4].
The integral in Eq. (1) can then be rewritten as:

R=

vCd

¥

0

vCd

ò n( v) v s ( v)dv + ò n( v)vs ( v)dv

(4)

The first term can be integrated straightforward:
vCd

vCd

0

0

ò n( v)vdv =v0s 0 ò n( v)dv = nv0s 0

(5)

in which,

n=

vCd

ò n( v)dv
0

(6)
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is called the thermal neutron density, with Φth=nv0,
• Φth is the conventional thermal neutron fluence rate, m−2 s−1, for energies up to the Cd cutoff energy of 0.55 eV;
• σ0 is the thermal neutron activation cross section, m2, at 0.025 eV;
• v0 is the most probable neutron velocity at 20 °C: 2200 m s−1.
The second term is re-formulated in terms of neutron energy rather than neutron velocity
and the infinite dilution resonance integral I0 – which effectively is also a cross section (m2) –
is introduced:
¥

ò

vCd

n( v)vdv = jepi

E max

ò

ECd

s (E n )dEn
= jepi I 0
En

(7)

with:

I0 =

E max

ò

ECd

s (E n )dEn
En

(8)

Here, Φepi the conventional epithermal neutron fluence rate per unit energy interval, at 1 eV.
From this definition of I0 it can be seen that it assumes that the energy dependency of the
epithermal neutron fluence rate is proportional to 1/En. This requirement is fulfilled to a
good approximation by most of the (n,γ) reactions.
In the practice of nuclear reactor facilities the epithermal neutron fluence rate Φepi is not
precisely following the inverse proportionality to the neutron energy; the small deviation
can be accounted for by introducing an epithermal fluence rate distribution parameter α:

a

I 0 (a ) = (1 eV)

E max

ò

ECd

s (E n )dEn
En(1+a )

(9)

The expression for the reaction rate can thus be re-written as:
R = jths 0 + jepi I 0 (a )

(10)

Expressing the ratio of the thermal neutron fluence rate and the epithermal neutron fluence
rate as f=Φth/Φepi and the ratio of the resonance integral and the thermal activation cross sec‐
tion as Q0(α)= I0(α)/σ0, an effective cross section can be defined:
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s eff = s 0 (1 +

Q0 (a )
)
f

(11)

It simplifies the Eq. (10) for the reaction rate to:
R = jths eff

(12)

This reaction rate applies to infinite thin objects. In objects of defined dimensions, the inside
part will experience a lower neutron fluence rate than the outside part because neutrons are
removed by absorption.
The nuclear transformations are established by measurement of the number of nuclear de‐
cays. The number of activated nuclei N(ti,td) present at the start of the measurement is given
by:
N ( ti , td , t m ) =

RN 0

l

(1 - e - l i )e - l d
t

t

(13)

and the number of nuclei ΔN disintegrating during the measurement is given by:
DN (ti , td , tm ) =

RN 0

l

(1 - e

- l ti

)e

- l td

(1-e - l t m )

(14)

in which td is the decay or waiting time, i.e. the time between the end of the irradiation and
the start of the measurement tm is the duration of the measurement. Additional correction
resulting from high counting rates may be necessary depending upon the gamma-ray spec‐
trometer hardware used as illustrated in chapter 2 [1]. Replacing the number of target nuclei
N0 by (NAvm)/M and using the Eq. (12) for the reaction rate, the resulting net counts C in a
peak in the spectrum corresponding with a given photon energy is approximated by the ac‐
tivation formula:
N p = DNge = jths eff

N avq mx
(1 - e - l ti )e - l td (1-e - l t m )Ie
Ma

with:
• Np is the net counts in the γ-ray peak of Eγ ;
• NAv is the Avogadro's number in mol−1;
• θ is isotopic abundance of the target isotope;

(15)
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• mx is the mass of the irradiated element in g;
• Ma is the atomic mass in g mol−1;
• I is the gamma-ray abundance, i.e. the probability of the disintegrating nucleus emitting a
photon of Eγ (photons disintegration−1);
• ε is the full energy photopeak efficiency of the detector, i.e. the probability that an emitted
photon of given energy will be detected and contribute to the photopeak at energy Eγ in
the spectrum.
Although the photons emitted have energies ranging from tens of keVs to MeVs and have
high penetrating powers, they still can be absorbed or scattered in the sample itself depend‐
ing on the sample size, composition and photon energy. This effect is called gamma-ray selfattenuation. Also, two or more photons may be detected simultaneously within the time
resolution of the detector; this effect is called summation.
Eq. (15) can be simply rewritten towards the measurement equation of NAA, which shows
how the mass of an element measured can be derived from the net peak area C:
mx = N p ×

Ma
l
×
N av × q jth × s eff × I × e × (1 - e - lti ) × e - ltd × (1-e - l t m )

(16)

2.4. Standardization
Standardization is based on the determination of the proportionality factors F that relate the
net peak areas in the gamma-ray spectrum to the amounts of the elements present in the
sample under given experimental conditions:

F=

Np
M

(17)

Both absolute and relative methods of calibration exist.
2.4.1.Absolute calibration
The values of the physical parameters determining the proportionality factor θ, NAv, M, σeff
I, λ, are taken from literature. The parameters σeff respectively I, λ are not precisely known
for many (n,γ) reactions and radionuclides, and in some cases θ is also not accurately
known. Since the various parameters were often achieved via independent methods, their
individual uncertainties will add up in the combined uncertainty of measurement of the ele‐
mental amounts, leading to a relatively large combined standard uncertainty. Moreover, the
metrological traceability of the values of the physical constants is not known for all radionu‐
clides. The other parameters Np, mx, Φ, ε, ti, td, tm are determined, calculated or measured for
the given circumstances and uncertainties can be established.
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2.4.2. Relative calibration
a.

Direct comparator method

The unknown sample is irradiated together with a calibrator containing a known amount of
the element(s) of interest. The calibrator is measured under the same conditions as the sam‐
ple (sample-to-detector distance, equivalent sample size and if possible equivalent in com‐
position). From comparison of the net peak areas in the two measured spectra the mass of
the element of interest can be calculated:

mx( unk )

æ
ö
Np
ç
÷
ç t .e - l td .(1 - e - l tm ) ÷
è m
øunk
= mx( cal ) .
æ
ö
Np
ç
÷
ç t .e - ltd .(1 - e - l tm ) ÷
è m
øcal

(18)

in which mx(unk), mx(cal) mass of the element of interest, in the unknown sample and the
calibrator, respectively in g.
In this procedure many of the experimental parameters - such as neutron fluence rate, cross
section and photopeak efficiency cancel out at the calculation of the mass and the remaining
parameters are all known. This calibration procedure is used if the highest degree of accura‐
cy is required.
The relative calibration on basis of element calibrators is not immediately suitable for labo‐
ratories aiming at the full multi-element powers of INAA. It takes considerable effort to pre‐
pare multi-element calibrators for all 70 elements measurable via NAA with adequate
degree of accuracy in a volume closely matching the size and the shape of the samples. Sin‐
gle comparator method Multi-element INAA on basis of the relative calibration method is
feasible when performed according to the principles of the single comparator method. As‐
suming stability in time of all relevant experimental conditions, calibrators for all elements
are co-irradiated each in turn with the chosen single comparator element. Once the sensitivi‐
ty for all elements relative to the comparator element has been determined (expressed as the
so-called k-factor, see below), only the comparator element has to be used in routine meas‐
urements instead of individual calibrators for each element. The single comparator method
for multi-element INAA was based on the ratio of proportionality factors of the element of
interest and of the comparator element after correction for saturation, decay, counting and
sample weights defined the k-factor for each element i as:

ki =

( M a )i ,cal g compe compq comps eff ,comp
Mi ,calg i ,cale i ,calq i ,cal (s eff )i ,cal

(19)
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Masses for each element i then can be calculated from these ki factors; for an element deter‐
mined via a directly produced radionuclide the mass mx(unk) follows from:

mx( unk )

æ
ö
Np
ç
÷
ç (1 - e - ltm ).t .e - ltd .(1 - e - ltm ) ÷
m
è
øunk
= mx( comp ) .
.k i
æ
ö
Np
ç
÷
ç (1 - e - ltm ).t .e - ltd .(1 - e - ltm ) ÷
m
è
øcomp

(20)

where: mx(comp) is the mass of element x in comparator in g.
These experimentally determined k-factors are often more accurate than when calculated on
basis of literature data as in the absolute calibration method. However, the k-factors are only
valid for a specific detector, a specific counting geometry and irradiation facility, and remain
valid only as long as the neutron fluence rate parameters of the irradiation facility remain
stable. The single comparator method requires laborious calibrations in advance, and finally
yield relatively (compared to the direct comparator method) higher uncertainties of the
measured values. Moreover, it requires experimental determination of the photopeak effi‐
ciencies of the detector. Metrological traceability of the measured values to the S.I. may be
demonstrated.
b.

The k0-comparator method

The k0-based neutron activation analysis (k0-NAA) technique, developed in 1970s, is being
increasingly used for multielement analysis in a variety of matrices using reactor neu‐
trons [4-10]. In our research reactor, the k0-method was successfully developed using the
Høgdahl formalism [11]. In the k0-based neutron activation analysis the evaluation of the
analytical result is based on the so-called k0- factors that are associated with each gammaline in the gamma-spectrum of the activated sample. These factors replace nuclear con‐
stants, such as cross sections and gamma-emission probabilities, and are determined in
specialized NAA laboratories. This technique has been reported to be flexible with re‐
spect to changes in irradiation and measuring conditions, to be simpler than the relative
comparator technique in terms of experiments but involves more complex formulae and
calculations, and to eliminate the need for using multielement standards. The k0-NAA
technique, in general, uses input parameters such as (1) the epithermal neutron flux shape
factor (α), (2) subcadmium-to-epithermal neutron flux ratio (f), (3) modified spectral index
r(α) T n / T 0, (4) Westcott’s g(Tn)-factor, (5) the full energy peak detection efficiency (εp),

and (6) nuclear data on Q0 (ratio of resonance integral (I0) to thermal neutron cross sec‐
tion (σ0) and k0. The parameters from (1) to (4) are dependent on each irradiation facility
and the parameter (5) is dependent on each counting facility. The neutron field in a nucle‐
ar reactor contains an epithermal component that contributes to the sample neutron acti‐
vation [12]. Furthermore, for nuclides with the Westcott’s g(Tn)-factor different from unity,
the Høgdahl convention should not be applied and the neutron temperature should be in‐
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troduced for application of a more sophisticated formalism [14], the Westcott formalism.
These two formalisms should be taken into account in order to preserve the accuracy of
k0-method.
The k0-NAA method is at present capable of tackling a large variety of analytical problems
when it comes to the multi-element determination in many practical samples. In this part,
we have published a paper [15] for which the determination of the Westcott and Høgdahl
parameters have been carried out to assess the applicability of the k0-NAA method using the
experimental system and irradiation channels at Es-Salam research reactor.
During the three last decades Frans de Corte and his co-workers focused their investigations
to develop a method based on co-irradiation of a sample and a neutron flux monitor, such as
gold and the use of a composite nuclear constant called k0-factor [3, 16]. In addition, this
method allows to analyze the sample without use the reference standard like INAA method.
The k-factors have been defined as independent of neutron fluence rate parameters as well
as of spectrometer characteristics. In this approach, the irradiation parameter (1+Q0(α)/f) (Eq.
(11)) and the detection efficiency ε are separated in the expression (19) of the k-factor, which
resulted at the definition of the k0-factor.
M comp
q s g
1 1 + Q0,comp (a ) f e comp
.
. cal 0,cal cal
k0 = .
=
M cal
k 1 + Q0,cal (a ) f e comp q comps 0,compg comp

mx( unk ) = mx( comp )

1 + Q0,comp (a ) f e comp
.
1 + Q0,cal (a ) f e comp

æ
ö
N p /t m
ç
÷
- l td
-lt
-l ti
ç
(1 - e m ).m ø÷unk 1
è (1-e ).e
.
k0
æ
ö
N p /t m
ç
÷
ç (1-e - l ti ).e - l td (1 - e - ltm ).m ÷
è
øcomp

(21)

(22)

The applicability of HØGDAHL convention is restricted to (n,γ) reactions for which WEST‐
COTT’s g-factor is equal to unity (independent of neutron temperature), the cases for which
WESTCOTT’s g = 1 [3, 4, 17], such as the reactions 151Eu(n, γ) and 176Lu(n, γ) are excluded
from being dealt with. Compared with relative method k0-NAA is experimentally simpler (it
eliminates the need for multi-element standards [3, 18], but requires more complicated cal‐
culations [19]. In our research reactor, the k0-method was successfully developed using the
HØGDAHL convention and WESTCOTT formalism [11, 15]. The k0-method requires tedious
characterizations of the irradiation and measurement conditions and results, like the single
comparator method, in relatively high uncertainties of the measured values of the masses.
Moreover, metrological traceability of the currently existing k0 values and associated param‐
eters to the S.I. is not yet transparent and most probably not possible. Summarizing, relative
calibration by the direct comparator method renders the lowest uncertainties of the meas‐
ured values whereas metrological traceability of these values to the S.I. can easily be demon‐
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strated. As such, this approach is often preferred from a metrological viewpoint. The
concentration of an element can be determined as:
é N p tm ù
ê
ú
Gth , Au f + Gepi , AuQ0, Au (a ) e p,Au
êë SDCW úû x
1
.
.
.
´ 106
r x ( ppm) =
k0, Au( x ) Gth , x f + Gepi , xQ0, x (a )
e p,x
é N p tm ù
ê
ú
ëê SDCW ûú Au

(23)

Where: the indices x and Au refer to the sample and the monitor, respectively; WAu and Wx
represent the mass of the gold monitor and the sample (in g); Np is the measured peak area,
corrected for dead time and true coincidence; S, D, C are the saturation, decay and counting
factors, respectively; tm is the measuring time; Gth and Ge are the correction factors for ther‐
mal and epithermal neutron self shielding, respectively.
2.5. Sources errors
Many publications reported in literature [20-25] treat the concept of evaluation of uncertain‐
ties in large range of analytical techniques.
We can give in this part of chapter, the evaluation of uncertainties for neutron activation
analysis measurements. Among the techniques of standardization the comparator method
for which the individual uncertainty components associated with measurements made with
neutron activation analysis (NAA) using the comparator method of standardization (calibra‐
tion), as well as methods to evaluate each one of these uncertainty components [1].
This description assumes basic knowledge of the NAA method, and that experimental pa‐
rameters including sample and standard masses, as well as activation, decay, and counting
times have been optimized for each measurement. It also assumes that the neutron irradia‐
tion facilities and gamma-ray spectrometry systems have been characterized and optimized
appropriately, and that the choice of irradiation facility and detection system is appropriate
for the measurement performed. Careful and thoughtful experimental design is often the
best means of reducing uncertainties. The comparator method involves irradiating and
counting a known amount of each element under investigation using the same or very simi‐
lar conditions as used for the unknown samples. Summarizing, relative calibration by the
direct comparator method renders the lowest uncertainties of the measured values whereas
metrological traceability of these values to the S.I. can easily be demonstrated. As such, this
approach is often preferred from a metrological viewpoint. The measurement equation can
be further simplified, by substituting:

A0 =

in :

l N p e l td
(1 - e

- l tm

) × (1 - e

- l ti

)

.fp .fltc

(24)
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munk = mcal

A0( unk )
A0( cal )

Rq RF Rs Re -blank

(25)

Where: Rθ is the ratio of isotopic abundances for unknown sample and calibrator, Rϕ is the ratio
of neutron fluence rates (including fluence gradient, neutron self shielding, and scattering) for
unknown sample and calibrator, Rσ is the ratio of effective cross sections if neutron spectrum
shape differs from unknown sample to calibrator, Rε is the ratio of counting efficiencies (differ‐
ences due to geometry and γ-ray self shielding) for unknown sample and calibrator, blank is
the mass of element x in the blank, fP is the correction for pulse pileup (correction method de‐
pends upon the actual hardware used) and fltc is the correction for inadequacy of live time ex‐
tension (correction method depends upon the actual hardware used)
Note that the R values are normally very close to unity, and all units are either SI-based or
dimensionless ratios. Thus an uncertainty budget can be developed using only SI units and
dimensionless ratios for an NAA measurement by evaluating the uncertainties for each of
the terms in Eqs. (23) and (24), and for any additional corrections required (e.g., interferenc‐
es, dry mass conversion factors, etc.).
Uncertainties for some of the terms in Eq. (24) have multiple components. If we sub-divide
the uncertainty for each term in the above equations into individual components, add terms
for potential corrections, and separate into the four stages of the measurement process, in‐
cluding: pre-irradiation (sample preparation); irradiation; post-irradiation (gamma-ray spec‐
trometry), and radiochemistry, we arrive at the complete list of individual uncertainty
components for NAA listed below in Table 4. Only uncertainties from the first three stages
should be considered for instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) measurements,
while all four stages should be considered for radiochemical neutron activation analysis
(RNAA) measurements. More details are given in chapter 2 of reference [1] for each subsec‐
tion of uncertainty component.
1. Pre-irradiation (sample and standard preparation) stage
1.1. Elemental content of standards (comparators)
1.2. Target isotope abundance ratio — unknown samples/standards
1.3. Basis mass (or other sample basis) — including drying
1.4. Sample and standard blanks
2. Irradiation stage
2.1. Neutron fluence exposure differences (ratios) for unknown samples compared to standards (comparators)
2.1. Physical effects (fluence gradients within a single irradiation)
2.2. Temporal effects (fluence variations with time)
2.3. Neutron self shielding (absorption and scattering) effects within a single sample or standard
2.4. Neutron shielding effects from neighbouring samples or standards
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2.2. Irradiation interferences
2.2.1. Fast (high energy) neutron interferences
2.2.2. Fission interferences
2.2.3. Multiple neutron capture interferences
2.3. Effective cross section differences between samples and standards
2.4. Irradiation losses and gains
2.4.1. Hot atom transfer (losses and gains by recoil, nanometer movement)
2.4.2. Transfer of material through irradiation container
2.4.3. Sample loss during transfer from irradiation container
2.4.4. Target isotope burn up differences
2.5. Irradiation timing and decay corrections during irradiation (effects of half life and timing uncertainties)
3. Gamma-ray spectrometry stage
3.1. Measurement replication or counting statistics (depending on number of replicates) for unknown samples
3.2. Measurement replication or counting statistics (depending on number of replicates) for comparator
standards
3.3. Corrections for radioactive decay (effects of half life and timing uncertainties for each measurement)
3.3.1. From end of irradiation to start of measurement
3.3.2. Effects of clock time uncertainty
3.3.3. Effects of live time uncertainty
3.3.4. Count-rate effects for each measurement
3.3.4.1. Corrections for losses due to pulse pileup for conventional analyzer systems
3.3.4.2. Effects due to inadequacy of live-time extension for conventional analyzer systems
3.3.4.3. Uncertainties due to hardware corrections for Loss-Free or Zero Dead Time systems
3.4. Corrections for gamma-ray interferences
3.5. Corrections for counting efficiency differences (if necessary), or uncertainty for potential differences
3.5.1. Effects resulting from physical differences in size and shape of samples versus standards
3.5.2. Corrections for gamma-ray self absorption
3.6. Potential bias due to peak integration method
3.7. Potential bias due to perturbed angular correlations (-ray directional effects)
4. Radiochemical stage (only if radiochemical separations are employed)
4.1. Losses during chemical separation
4.2. Losses before equilibration with carrier or tracer
Table 4. Complete list of individual uncertainty components for NAA measurements using the comparator method of
standardization; line numbers in this table represent subsections.
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2.6. Detection limits of NAA
The detection limit represents the ability of a given NAA procedure to determine the minimum
amounts of an element reliably. The detection limit depends on the irradiation, the decay and
the counting conditions. It also depends on the interference situation including such things as
the ambient background, the Compton continuum from higher energy-rays, as well as any-ray
spectrum interferences from such factors as the blank from pre-irradiation treatment and from
packing materials. The detection limit is often calculated using Currie's formula:
DL = 2.71 + 4.65 B ,

(26)

where: DL is the detection limit and B is the background under a gamma-ray peak. This re‐
lation is valid only when the gamma-ray background (counting statistical error) is the major
interference.
However, practically, the INAA detection limits depend on:
1.

The amount of material to be irradiated and to be counted. This is often set by availabil‐
ity, sample encapsulation aspects and safety limits both related to irradiation (irradia‐
tion containers) and counting (e.g. with Ge well-type detectors), and possibly because
of neutron self-shielding and gamma-ray self-absorption effects. For these reasons prac‐
tically the sample mass is often limited to approximately 250 mg.

2.

The neutron fluxes. These are clearly set by the available irradiation facilities.

3.

The duration of the irradiation time. This is set by practical aspects, such as the limita‐
tions in total irradiation dose of the plastic containers because of radiation damage. The
maximum irradiation time for polyethylene capsules is usually limited to several hours,
for instance 5 hours at 5 × 1017 m-2s-1.

4.

The total induced radioactivity that can be measured is set by the state-of-the-art of
counting and signal processing equipment, with additional radiation dose and shield‐
ing considerations. As an example, the maximum activity at the moment of counting
may have to be limited to approximately 250 kBq.

5.

The duration of the counting time. A very long counting time may set limits to the num‐
ber of samples processed simultaneously in case the radioactivity decays considerably
during this counting time. Moreover, it reduces sample throughput.

6.

The total turn-around time. Although sometimes better detection limits may be ob‐
tained at long decay times, the demands regarding the turn-around time often imply
that a compromise has to be found between the longest permissible decay time and cus‐
tomer satisfaction.

7.

The detector size, counting geometry and background shielding. The detector's charac‐
teristics may be set in advance by availability but several options exist.

It all illustrates that the detection limit for a given element by INAA may be different for
each individual type of material, and analysis conditions. In Table 5 are given, as an indica‐
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tion, typical detection limits as derived from the analysis of a plant and a soil material. Peter
Bode in his PhD thesis, Instrumental and organizational aspects of a neutron activation anal‐
ysis laboratory, the typical detection limits as derived from the analysis of a plant and a soil
material given in table 5 [26].
Element

Plant

Soil

Element

Plant

Soil

Element

Plant

Soil

NA

2

10

Nd

0.7

8

Ag

0.2

2

Ca

700

4000

Eu

0.006

0.05

Sn

10

20

Cr

1

1

Yb

0.03

0.2

Te

0.3

3

Co

0.02

0.3

Hf

0.01

0.1

Ba

10

40

Zn

0.4

6

W

0.3

1

Ce

0.2

1

As

0.2

0.8

Os

0.1

0.6

Sm

0.01

0.03

Br

0.3

0.8

Au

0.003

0.01

Tb

0.008

0.1

Sr

5

60

Th

0.01

0.1

Lu

0.004

0.02

Mo

4

10

K

200

1500

Ta

0.01

0.2

Cd

3

8

Sc

0.001

0.02

Re

0.08

0.2

Sb

0.02

0.2

Fe

8

100

Ir

0.0006

0.004

Cs

0.02

0.3

Ni

2

30

Hg

0.05

0.4

La

0.1

0.3

Ga

2

10

U

0.2

2

Se

0.1

1

Rb

0.4

6

Zr

5

80

Table 5. Detection limits of elements in mg.kg-1 as observed in NAA procedure of plant material and a soil material.

3. Applications
It is hardly possible to provide a complete survey of current NAA applications; however,
some trends can be identified [27]. At specialized institutions, NAA is widely used for anal‐
ysis of samples within environmental specimen banking programmes [28]. The extensive
use of NAA in environmental control and monitoring can be demonstrated by the large
number of papers presented at two symposia organized by the IAEA in these fields: "Appli‐
cations of Isotopes and Radiation in Conservation of the Environment" in 1992 [29] and
"Harmonization of Health-Related Environmental Measurements Using Nuclear and Isotop‐
ic Techniques" in 1996 [30]. Similar trends can also be identified from the topics discussed at
the regular conference on “Modern Trends in Activation Analysis (MTAA)” and at the sym‐
posia on "Nuclear Analytical Methods in the Life Sciences" [31-33]. Additional sources of re‐
cent information on utilizing NAA in selected fields, such as air pollution and
environmental analysis, food, forensic science, geological and inorganic materials as well as
water analysis can be found in the bi-annual reviews in Analytical Chemistry, for instance
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cf. Refs [34-42]. It follows from these reviews that NAA has been applied for determining
many elements, usually trace elements, in the following fields and sample types:
1.

Archaeology: samples and objects such as amber, bone, ceramics, coins, glasses, jewel‐
lery, metal artefacts and sculptures, mortars, paintings, pigments, pottery, raw materi‐
als, soils and clays, stone artefacts and sculptures can be easily analyzed by NAA.

2.

Biomedicine: the samples and objects that can be analysed include: animal and human
tissues activable tracers, bile, blood and blood components, bone, brain cell components
and other tissues, breast tissue, cancerous tissues, colon, dialysis fluids, drugs and med‐
icines, eye, faeces, foetus, gallstones, hair, implant corrosion, kidney and kidney stones,
liver, lung, medical plants and herbs, milk, mineral availability, muscle, nails, placenta,
snake venom, rat tissues (normal and diseased), teeth, dental enamel and dental fillings,
thyroid, urine and urinary stones.

In this work, we have used the INAA technique to analyse the traditional medicinal seeds
prescribed for specific treatment purposes, were purchased from local markets [43]. The
samples were irradiated at Es-Salam research reactor, at a power of 5 MW for 6 h. The accu‐
racy of the method was established by analyzing reference materials. Twenty elements were
measured, with good accuracy and reproducibility (Table 6 1). The concentration of elements
determined, was found to vary depending on the seeds (Fig.11). The daily intake of essential
and toxic elements was determined, and compared with the recommended values. The
probable cumulative intake of toxic elements is well below the tolerance limits.
Element

Unity

Black seeds

Fenugeek

Caraway

Ba

mg/Kg

7.7 ± 5.5

100.3 ± 5.8

112.4 ± 6.5

Br

mg/Kg

136.9 ± 4.6

119.6 ± 3.9

72.9 ± 2.4

Ca

g/Kg

3.77 ± 4.55

3.14 ± 0.39

1.50 ± 0.21

Ce

mg/Kg

1.44± 0.07

2.6 ± 0.1

1.98 ± 0.11

Co

mg/Kg

0.66 ± 0.02

0.73 ± 0.02

0.81 ± 0.03

Cr

mg/Kg

4.44 ± 0.19

29.3 ± 1.0

2.96 ± 0.20

Cs

mg/Kg

0.25 ± 0.01

0.51 ± 0.02

0.22 ± 0.01

Eu

mg/Kg

0.022 ± 0.002

0.039 ± 0.002

0.023 ± 0.002

Fe

mg/Kg

656.2 ± 71.6

823.2 ± 89.8

674.67 ± 74.16

K

g/Kg

3.67± 1.79

3.75 ± 0.20

3.7 ± 0.2

La

mg/Kg

0.74 ± 0.04

1.53 ± 0.06

1.50 ± 0.06

Na

mg/Kg

1028 ± 34

804.20 ± 26.69

615.50 ± 20.41

Rb

mg/Kg

24 ± 2

36.8 ± 1.4

26.3 ± 1.9

Sc

mg/Kg

0,258 ± 0,037

0,362 ± 0,051

0,272 ± 0,008

Se

mg/Kg

0,29 ± 0,04

ND

ND

1 nd : not detected.
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Element

Unity

Black seeds

Fenugeek

Caraway

Sm

mg/Kg

0,092 ± 0,004

0,18 ± 0,01

0,142 ± 0,005

Sr

mg/Kg

203,2 ± 7,8

136,88 ± 7,4

101,7 ± 4,7

Th

mg/Kg

0,159 ± 0,009

0,32 ± 0,02

0,195 ± 0,014

Zn

mg/Kg

68,06 ± 2,11

42,8 ± 1,4

40,24 ± 1,30

Table 6. Elemental concentrations in the medicinal seed samples (Black seeds, Fenugreek, Caraway).

Figure 11. Concentration of the major and minor (a) and trace (b) elements in the medicinal seed samples.

3.

Environmental: in this domain, related fields concerned by NAA are: aerosols, atmos‐
pheric particulates (size fractionated), dust, fossil fuels and their ashes, flue gas, ani‐
mals, birds, insects, fish, aquatic and marine biota, seaweed, algae, lichens, mosses,
plants, trees (leaves, needles, tree bark), household and municipal waste, rain and hori‐
zontal precipitations (fog, icing, hoarfrost), soils, sediments and their leachates, sewage
sludges, tobacco and tobacco smoke, surface and ground waters, volcanic gases.

Recently, our laboratory is strongly involved in various areas of application of k0-NAA.
The present work focuses on the application of the k0-NAA method in Nutritional and
Health-Related Environmental field [44]. Tobacco holds a leading position among differ‐
ent commodities of human consumption. The adverse health effects of toxic and trace el‐
ements in tobacco smoke on smokers and non-smokers are a special concern. In the
present study, the concentration of 24 trace elements in cigarette tobacco of five different
brands of Algerian and American cigarettes have been determined by k0-based INAA
method. The results were compared with those obtained for samples from Iranian, Turk‐
ish, Brazilian and Mexican cigarettes tobacco. To evaluate the accurate of the results the
SRM IAEA-140/TM was executed.
A multi-element analysis procedure based on the k0-NAA method was developed at EsSalam research reactor allowing to simultaneously determine concentrations for 24 ele‐
ments (As, Ba, Br, Ca, Ce, Co, Cr, Cs, Eu, Fe, Hf, K, La, Na, Rb, Sb, Sc, Se, Sm, Sr, Ta,
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Tb, Th, Zn). The determination of toxic and trace elements in cigarette tobacco is impor‐
tant both from the point of view of health studies connected with smoking and more
general aspects of the uptake of trace elements by plants (table 7). Because of its great
sensitivity, k0-NAA method is very suitable for determination of heavy metals such as
As, Sb, Se and Zn. The accuracy of the results was checked by the analysis of standard
reference material and good agreement was obtained with certified or literature values.
The results of Algerian tobacco (table 8) were compared with analyses of Turkey [45],
Iran [46], Mexican [47] and Brazilian tobacco [48].

Element

Designated sample code
T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

As

4.05 ± 0.16

6.4 ± 0.24

2.16 ± 0.09

2.42 ± 0,09

4.27 ± 0.28

Ba

101.3 ± 5.5

100.3 ± 5.8

112.4 ± 6.5

83.1 ± 4.4

120.0 ± 7.7

Br

136.9 ± 4.6

119.6 ± 3.9

72.9 ± 2.4

54.1 ± 1.7

68.7 ± 2.3

Ca %

3.77 ± 4.55

3.14 ± 0.39

1.50 ± 0.21

2.11 ± 0.26

2.39 ± 0.31

Ce

1.44 ± 0.07

2.6 ± 0.1

1.98 ± 0.11

1.01 ± 0.05

1.81 ± 0.11

Co

0.66 ± 0.02

0.73 ± 0.02

0.81 ± 0.03

0.51 ± 0.02

0.78 ± 0.03

Cr

4.44 ± 0.19

29.3 ± 1.0

2.96 ± 0.20

2.37 ± 0.11

2.80 ± 0.22

Cs

0.25 ± 0.01

0.51 ± 0.02

0.22 ± 0.01

0.191 ± 0.008

0.42 ± 0.02

Eu

0.022 ± 0.002

0.039 ± 0.002

0.023 ± 0.002

0.021 ± 0.001

0.032 ± 0.002

Fe

656 ± 72

823 ± 90

675 ± 74

384 ± 13

664 ± 24

Hf

0.127 ± 0.007

0.224 ± 0.015

0.24 ± 0.02

0.144 ± 0.014

0.143 ± 0.010

K%

3.67± 1.79

3.75 ± 0.20

3.7 ± 0.2

2.92 ± 0.14

3.38 ± 0 .18

La

0.74 ± 0.04

1.53 ± 0.06

1.50 ± 0.06

1.082 ± 0.043

1.68 ± 0.06

Na

1028 ± 34

804 ± 27

616 ± 20

653 ± 22

575 ± 19

Rb

24 ± 2

36.8 ± 1.4

26.3 ± 1.9

14.33 ± 0.59

25.4 ± 1.6

Sb

0.089 ± 0.014

0.180 ± 0.020

0.036 ± 0.007

0.127 ± 0.015

0.346 ± 0.037

Sc

0.258 ± 0.037

0.362 ± 0.051

0.272 ± 0.008

0.165 ± 0.023

0.264 ± 0.037

Se

0.29 ± 0.04

ND

ND

ND

ND

Sm

0.092 ± 0.004

0.18 ± 0.01

0.142 ± 0.005

0.095 ± 0.004

0.152 ± 0.005
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Element

Designated sample code
T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

Sr

203.2 ± 7.8

136.9 ± 7.4

101.7 ± 4.7

82.37 ± 3.62

106.80 ± 5.39

Ta

0.021 ± 0.003

0.043 ± 0.006

0.023 ± 0.004

0.029 ± 0.004

0.023 ± 0.004

Tb

0.018 ± 0.004

0.021 ± 0.003

0.014 ± 0.004

0.008 ± 0.002

0.018 ± 0.004

Th

0.159 ± 0.009

0.32 ± 0.02

0.195 ± 0.014

0.153 ± 0.012

0.19 ± 0.02

Zn

68.06 ± 2.11

42.8 ± 1.4

40.24 ± 1.30

27.53 ± 0.89

42.99 ± 1.38

Table 7. Concentration values (mg kg-1) of five brands of tobacco by k0-NAA method.

Element

Algeria

Turkey

Iran

Mexican

Brazilian

As

4.05 – 6.4

1.0

-

< 0.55 – 3.24

-

Ba

100.3 – 101.3

64.6

1.15 ± 0.01

64 – 251

45.8 – 99.7

Br

119.6 – 136.9

59.2

137 ± 2

49 -136

-

Ca %

3.14 – 3.77

-

-

-

-

Ce

1.44 – 2.6

-

1.19 ± 0.02

< 0.3 -1.7

1.2 – 8.3

Co

0.66 – 0.73

0.77

0.21 ± 0.01

0.29 – 0.55

0.70 – 1.2

Cr

4.44 – 29.3

7.1

3.14 ± 0.14

< 0.8 – 2.4

-

Cs

0.25 – 0.51

0.20

0.17 ± 0.02

0.091 – 0.4

-

Eu

0.022 – 0.039

0.034

0.045 ± 0.010

< 0.03

0.036 -0.037

Fe

656.2 – 823.2

1000

649 ± 6

420 – 680

710 – 4100

Hf

0.127 – 0.224

0.15

0.09 ± 0.01

< 0.03 – 0.13

0.15 – 0.87

K%

3.67 – 3.75

2.6

0.220 ± 0.005

1.83 – 4.03

-

La

0.74 – 1.53

1.0

0.62 ± 0.02

< 0.2 – 0.66

1.9 – 4.8

Na

804.2 – 1028

394

347 ± 18

309 – 566

-

Rb

24.0 - 36.8

17.7

22.6 ± 3.6

19 – 50

30.3 – 45.0

Sb

0.089 – 0.180

0.10

0.68 ± 0.03

< 0.7

0.079 – 0.47

Sc

0.258 – 0.362

0.35

0.43 ± 0.03

0.13 – 0.22

0.23 – 1.50
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Element

Algeria

Turkey

Iran

Mexican

Brazilian

Se

0.29

0.18

-

< 0.7

-

Sm

0.092 – 0.180

-

0.88 ± 0.01

0.07 – 0.14

0.24 – 0.60

Sr

136.88 – 203.20

-

-

227 – 472

-

Ta

0.021 – 0.043

-

-

-

-

Tb

0.018 – 0.021

-

0.034 ± 0.002

-

-

Th

0.159 – 0.320

0.32

0.177 ± 0.010

< 0.1 – 0.17

0.34 – 4.00

Zn

42.80 – 68.06

35

12.6 ± 0.4

14 - 56

-

Table 8. Comparison between our results (Algerian cigarettes tobacco) and those reported in the literature.

4.

Forensics: bomb debris, bullet lead, explosives detection, glass fragments, paint, hair,
gunshot residue swabs, shotgun pellets.

5.

Geology and geochemistry: asbestos, bore hole samples, bulk coals and coal products,
coal and oil shale components, crude oils, kerosene, petroleum, cosmo-chemical sam‐
ples, cosmic dust, lunar samples, coral, diamonds, exploration and geochemistry, mete‐
orites, ocean nodules, rocks, sediments, soils, glacial till, ores and separated minerals.

6.

Industrial products: alloys, catalysts, ceramics and refractory materials, coatings, elec‐
tronic materials, fertilizers, fissile material detection and other safeguard materials,
graphite, high purity and high-tech materials, integrated circuit packing materials, on‐
line, flow analysis, oil products and solvents, pharmaceutical products, plastics, process
control applications, semiconductors, pure silicon and silicon processing, silicon diox‐
ide, NAA irradiation vials, textile dyes, thin metal layers on various substrates.

7.

Nutrition: composite diets, foods, food colours, grains, honey, seeds, spices, vegetables,
milk and milk formulae, yeast. In this chapter, we focus on the application of the k0
method of instrumental neutron activation analysis in Nutritional and Health-Related
Environmental field [49]. Three kinds of milk were purchased in the powder form from
local supermarket. The samples of milk powder were analyzed using k0-NAA method.
Concentrations of six elements Br, Ca, K, Na, Rb and Zn have been determined by long
irradiation time with a thermal and epithermal flux of 4.7.1012 n.cm–2.s–1 and 2.29.1011
n.cm–2.s–1, respectively (see table 9). The reactor neutron spectrum and detection effi‐
ciency calibration parameters such as α, f and εp have been used for the calculation of
elemental concentrations. The analytical results for three kinds of milk using k0-NAA
are compared with the certified values of SRMs. In this work, we have determined six
elements in three kinds of milk and two reference materials, IAEA-153 and IAEA-155.
The elements Br, Ca, K, Na, Rb and Zn were determined in each kind of the three sam‐
ples of milk.
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Element

Element Designated sample code
M1

M2

M3

Br

12.74 ± 0.81

38.9 ± 1.26

72.73 ± 0.56

Ca

9040 ± 150 (9300)

9560 ± 820(9600)

9210 ± 130

K

12970 ± 780 (12000)

12700 ± 700 (12600)

12700 ± 500

Na

280 ± 100 (3500)

33900 ± 100 (4400)

41400 ± 130

Rb

12.03 ± 0.08

14.7± 0.7

8.2 ± 0.8

Zn

48.03 ± 0.08

42.7 ± 0.2

42.4 ± 0.2

Table 9. Concentration values of Milk: M1, M2 and M3; units are in mg/kg, NB: (value) is the concentration value of
indicated by producer.

Figure 12. Comparison of k0-NAA data to certified values for IAEA-153 and IAEA-155.

The accuracy of the measurements was evaluated by analyzing two SRMs Whey powder
AIEA-155 and Milk powder AIEA-153. The analysis results illustrated in figure 12 showed
that the deviations between experimental and certified values were mostly less than 10%.
As an example, an investigation in the nutrition field was carried out by the radiochemical
neutron activation analysis to the proportioning of iodine in food salt [50].
8.

Quality assurance: this include analysis of reference materials, certification of element
contents and homogeneity testing of mainly biological and environmental reference
materials of chemical composition and methods inter-comparisons. Additional informa‐
tion about these applications can be found in the Proceedings of the Int. Symposia on
Biological and Environmental Reference Materials (BERM). In 2012, Hamidatou L et all
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reported “k0-NAA quality assessment in an Algerian laboratory by analysis of SMELS
and four IAEA reference materials using Es-Salam Research reactor” the internal quali‐
ty control of the k0-NAA technique [51]. The concept of QC/QA, internal and external
validation is considered as an advanced stage in the life cycle of an analytical method.
Our contribution in this domain is considered as periodic activities. Since the Nineties our
laboratory participated through AFRA/AIEA projects in different inter-laboratory proficien‐
cy tests. Recently, our laboratory was participated in four inter-comparison tests organized
by IAEA within the framework of the AFRA project to assess the analytical performance of
18 analytical laboratories participating in the RAF /4/022 project, Enhancement of Research
Reactor Utilization and Safety by taking part in analytical proficiency testing IAEA in con‐
junction with WEPAL, the Wageningen Evaluating Programs for Analytical Laboratories.
The Proficiency Testing tests related to the determination of major, minor and trace elements
in materials of the International Soil and Plant Analytical Exchange material (Wepal codes
ISE, IPE).
9.

Neutron flux characterization: theoretical and experimental study, calibration of irradi‐
ation channels, simulations using Monte Carlo Code. In general, the implementation of
new techniques based on the neutron beams or flux around the research reactors needs
the knowledge of the essential parameters of neutron flux in different sites to obtain a
better precision during the development.

In this context, we give a great interest in the neutron study for our irradiation channels by
making periodic calibrations using experimental and simulation approaches [11, 15, 52].

4. Conclusions
NAA plays a complementary role in materials analysis in an industrial analytical laboratory.
There are applications where it is highly desirable, and may play the dominant role as the
method of choice e.g. bulk analysis of Si. The advantages of NAA are still the minimum
sample preparation and ultra high sensitivity while turnaround time and lack of spatial res‐
olution is a significant limitation.
The many diverse applications in varied fields show that NAA is extremely useful, even
though it is a relatively simple analytical method. Irradiation of samples may be done at nu‐
clear reactors that offer such services. Such centres are easily accessible nowadays. Even if
these centres are inaccessible, other neutron sources that emit thermal neutrons may be
used. Hence any laboratory that has a gamma counter can perform NAA experiments. De‐
velopment of research programs based on NAA is accessible to any laboratory that is will‐
ing to invest a minimal amount of funds. In this chapter, we have presented the neutron
activation analysis in different angles such as: basis principles, derivation of several equa‐
tions, techniques, procedures, etc. In addition, we have associated in each part of general
work, some examples of our technical developments and applications of NAA method in
several fields. All analytical works were executed in our centre using irradiation facilities of
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Es-Salam research reactor and all necessary equipments installed in the NAA department to
cover all steps of analytical process.
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